Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Quantum nonlocality, EPR-steering and quantum entanglement are important quantum correlations. EPR-steering, which was originally presented by Schrodinger in the context of the famous Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) paradox^[@CR1]^, lies between quantum nonlocality and quantum entanglement, which means that one observer, by performing a local measurement on one's subsystem, can nonlocally steer the state of the other subsystem. Recently EPR-steering was reformulated by Wiseman *et al*. who described the hierarchy among Bell nonlocality, EPR-steering and quantum entanglement^[@CR2]^. EPR-steering has been shown to be advantageous for quantum tasks such as randomness generation, subchannel discrimination, quantum information processing and one-sided device-independent processing in quantum key distributions^[@CR3]--[@CR7]^.

Many efforts have been made to detect and measure EPR-steering. Some steering inequalities based on uncertainty relations^[@CR8]--[@CR13]^, inequalities based on steering witnesses and the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt (CHSH)-like inequality, and geometric Bell-like inequalities *et al*.^[@CR14]--[@CR20]^ are constructed to diagnose the steerability, are usually necessary conditions. In addition to inequalities, all-versus-nothing proof without inequalities, were also presented to detect steerability^[@CR21]^. However only a few methods are available to quantify EPR-steering based on maximal violation of steering inequalities^[@CR22]^, steering weight^[@CR23]^ and steering robustness. In these cases semi-definite programming is necessary to calculate the measures. Recently, the radius of a super quantum hidden state model was proposed to evaluate the steerability^[@CR24]^ by finding the optimal super local hidden states. Nevertheless, it is formidably difficult to find the optimal super quantum hidden states. A critical radius was proposed via the geometrical method, and the critical radius of T-states was calculated explicitly^[@CR25]^. The closed formulas for steering were derived in two- and three-measurement scenarios^[@CR26]^, which is the case in which Alice and Bob are both allowed to measure the observables at their own sites. It has been proven that one-to-one mapping exists between the joint measurability and the steerability of any assemblage^[@CR27]--[@CR30]^. Using the connection between steering and joint measurability, the closed formula of the measure for two-setting EPR-steering of Bell-diagonal states was given^[@CR31]^. However, for any two-qubit quantum states, one still lacks a closed formula for the steerability problem, even for a 2-setting scenario.

Different from Bell nonlocality and quantum entanglement, steering exhibits asymmetric features, as proposed by Wiseman *et al*.^[@CR2]^. There exist quantum states $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\rho }_{AB}$$\end{document}$, for which Alice can steer Bob's state but Bob can not steer Alice's state, or vice versa. This distinguishing feature could be useful for some one-way quantum information tasks such as quantum cryptography, but until recently only a few asymmetric states have been proposed and experimentally demonstrated^[@CR24],[@CR32]--[@CR34]^.

In this work, we investigate the analytical formula for quantification of EPR-steering and obtain the necessary and sufficient condition of steerability for a class of quantum states. The asymmetric feature of EPR-steering is also investigated.

Setting up the stage {#Sec2}
====================
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                \begin{document}$${\rho }_{AB}$$\end{document}$ is unsteerable from *A* to *B* if for all local POVMs, the state assemblages are all unsteerable. The quantum state *ρ* ~*AB*~ is steerable from *A* to *B* if there exist measurements in Alice's case that produce an assemblage that demonstrates steerability.

The corresponding local hidden state model and the joint measurement observables are connected through $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${G}_{i}=\frac{1}{\sqrt{{\rho }_{B}}}{p}_{i}{\rho }_{i}\frac{1}{\sqrt{{\rho }_{B}}}$$\end{document}$ by the one-to-one mapping between the joint measurement problem and the steerability problem, whenever *ρ* ~*B*~ is invertible^[@CR27]^. The steerability can be detected through the joint measurability of the observables.

Two-setting steering scenario: Any two-qubit quantum state can be expressed by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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When Alice performs two sets of POVMs $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\(1\) gives rise to the condition for Alice to steer Bob's state. If Bob performs two sets of POVMs $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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However, it is generally quite difficult to address condition (1) and obtain explicit conditions to judge the steerability for an arbitrary given two-qubit state. For Bell-diagonal states, a necessary and sufficient condition of steerability has been derived from the relations between steerability and the joint measurability problem^[@CR31]^. In the following, we study the steerability of any arbitrary given two-qubit states. We present analytical steerability conditions for classes of two-qubit *X*-state.
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=======

Steerability of two-qubit states {#Sec4}
--------------------------------
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For general two-qubit states, a global search can be used to obtain the global minimum values of *S*. The Matlab code is supplied in the supplementary material.

Due to the relationship between the joint measurements and steerability, local hidden states $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Asymmetric two-setting EPR-steering {#Sec5}
-----------------------------------

Different from Bell-nonlocality and quantum entanglement, EPR-steering has the asymmetric property of one-way EPR steering: Alice may steer Bob's state but not vice versa. The demonstration of asymmetric steerability has practical implications in quantum communication networks^[@CR40]^. Until now, only a few asymmetric steering states have been found^[@CR24],[@CR32]--[@CR34]^. In this work we present a class of asymmetric steering states of the form $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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From our theorem, the analytical results of steerability can be obtained for more detailed zero states, and the asymmetric property of steering can be readily studied. In the following, we give two examples of symmetric two-setting EPR-steering.
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Hence, the sufficient and necessary condition of steerability is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Discussion {#Sec6}
==========

Based on the one-to-one correspondence between EPR-steering and joint measurability, we have investigated the steerability for any two-qubit system in the two-setting measurement scenario. The steerability we introduced is invariant under local unitary operations. The analytical formula for steerability has been derived for a class of X-states, and the sufficient and necessary conditions for two-setting EPR-steering have been presented. For general two-qubit states, it has been shown that the lower and upper bounds of steerability are explicitly connected to the non-locality of the states given by the CHSH values of maximal violation. Moreover, we have also presented a class of asymmetric steering states by investigating steerability with respect to the measurements from Alice's and Bob's sides. Our strategy might also be used to study the quantification of steerability for multi-setting scenarios, in particular, for three-setting scenarios for which the joint measurability problem of three qubit observables has already been investigated^[@CR42],[@CR43]^. Our method might also be used in continuous variable steering, temporal and channel steering, for which the steerability of the state assemblages or the instrument assemblages can be connected to the incompatibility problems of the quantum measurement assemblages^[@CR44],[@CR45]^. Hence, the steerability of the quantum states or the quantum channels might also be studied based on the corresponding measurement incompatibility problems.
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